Thank you for your interest in employment with Your Event Sitters!
Your Event Sitters is an Equal Opportunity Employer. The information requested during the hiring process is utilized
to help us make the best possible placement of employees within our organization. All portions of our application
pertaining to you must be completed. Your Event Sitters, in accordance with state and federal law, does not
discriminate on the basis of age, race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, marital status, disability, medical
condition including pregnancy, veteran status, arrest record, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic protected
by law.
Event Sitter - Job Requirements:
Below are Your Event Sitters’ core competencies. In order to be considered for employment, you must meet the
following requirements:

Demonstration of being a team player

Ability to engage and interact with children in our care

Ability to read and follow instructions given by superiors

Ability to adapt to a rapidly changing environment

Mobility when working with children, including bending down, sitting on the floor with children, agility, etc.

Ability to lift 20 or more pounds

Must be English speaking and have the ability to communicate clearly and professionally. Any additional
language fluency is a plus!
Event Sitter – Roles & Responsibilities
Below are Your Event Sitters’ roles and responsibilities for the Event Sitter position.

Assistance with activities planned during the event

Communicate with parents effectively and efficiently

Follow printed and verbal instructions

Pick up and clean toys, as necessary, in the children’s areas

Continuous organization of event sitting area during event

Clean children’s hands before and after snack time

Wash children’s hands immediately after bathroom breaks

Initiate and lead group activities

Check infant and toddler diapers every 1 ½ hours and change accordingly

Complete incident reports and communicate incidents to supervisor immediately

Assist with on-site registration when appropriate

Communicate any issues with other team members and/or the event as they arise

Communicate any thoughts and ideas that will help enhance future event sitting experiences

Log infant/toddler information, including nap times, bottle feedings, diaper changes, on the schedules
provided

Ensure the safety and fun of all children in our care during the event.
Your Event Sitters’ employees:











Must follow and agree to maintain our safety and security policies at all times
Respect each other, team members, and children at all times
May never leave any child unattended for any reason
Maintain professionalism at all times
Must never be under the influence of any alcohol or illegal drugs when working with children
Abide by schedules provided by Your Event Sitters and parents of children in our care
Do not release children to unauthorized individuals when working an event
Must always be on time and work scheduled event times
Must always wear our uniforms during scheduled events
Must never spank, grab, slap, or use any other physical forms of discipline on the children in our care.

